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Transport – Road traffic



1.5°C scenarios are the only possible solution…but not easy

Source: SUSDEF



Taxes on polluting fuels / clean fuel subsidies

Vehicle taxes

Emission charges

Subsidies for clean vehicles

Source: World Bank 

Congestion charge

Tax measures

Parking regulation/parking fees

Instruments of internalization



It just doesn’t work easily …………….



The transportation system can exacerbate or reduce social inequalities. A

transport system based on private transport, for example, does not allow those

who do not have cars to access all available economic and social opportunities.

Inequalities in the transport system: some examples of links 
between transport and equity

The impacts on transport are also paid by those who do not determine them.

Impacts generated by road traffic, for example, are also paid by those who do not

own and use a personal vehicle.

The transportation system uses common goods belonging to all, such as roads. The

road space, for example, is mainly intended for certain means of transport

according to a hierarchy that does not reflect an efficient use of space



Equity and social inclusion
The user pays a price that reflects the costs to society, the richest do not impose costs to the poorest, accompanying 

measures such as exemptions, revenues to be used in the transport sector

Transparency
Clear calculation of external costs and their distribution, clear communication of the political objectives to be 

achieved (for example:  fewer accidents, more efficient choice of vehicles etc.), cost changes introduced over time 

with clear notice

Effectiveness
Use of new technologies for calculation and collection of new burdens, efficient use of funds raised to improve 

sustainable mobility

Participatory approach
Tax policy in the transport sector should be developed in consultation with the transport sector and its users

Key principles of fiscal policy

Tax measures



Global approach and definition of 
an integrated strategy

Combination of fiscal and regulatory 
measures

Complementarity

Focus on social equity

Avoid regressive impact

Tips for fiscal measures



• Ridesourcing services (e.g., Lyft and Uber) are most 
frequently used for social trips between 10 p.m. and 4 
a.m., times when transit runs infrequently or is unavailable.

• Relatively few people (21% of respondents) use 
ridesourcing to commute—and those who do, do so 
occasionally, mostly one way trips. 

Technology can…..

BAU:  analyze demand



Fare Integration, 
congestion pricing for 
shared mobility-
incentivize mode shift in 
real time

…..help to internalize costs
















